I was born in CT and lived here my whole life and never have i been so worried about the state of our state! Taxes and entitlements are out of control.

I live in Fairfield county and it is extremely apparent that people with money are leaving! I hear almost daily of another person moving to a "non Income Tax " state like Florida or New Hampshire.

what i would like to know is why as a State we Allow municipal and /or state employees on HUGE Pensions to move to these non tax states and NOT tax them>?

Massachusetts states they need to live in state or get taxed.

As Politicians, how can you keep spending and taxing! The latest with GE is like the last scene of "Titanic" - everyone is looking to jump ship but doesn’t want to let anyone else know.

I have always been optimistic that Politicians would eventually put the interest of the people first but my hopes have been diminished.

I am not sure what will come of this Forum, but as long as the state votes Democrat - we are doomed to be the next Detroit!

We rank 49th in Country for almost everything and have one of the worst Unfunded Pension obligations in the U.S

Thanks for opportunity to vent.

Mike Mahoney
Fairfield CT